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1. Netscape Navigator is ________

     	      a communication software

     	      a networking program

     	--->> a browser software

     	      an E-mail program

2. In Microsoft Outlook Express, a Signature file ______

     	      Adds your electronic signature to an e-mail

     	      Enables you to secure your e-mails

     	      Is compulsory for all your e-mails

     	--->> Has few lines of your personal information that appears at the bottom of 
your e-mails

3. Which of the following options is not part of a HTML document structure?

     	      Body

     	      Head

     	--->> Tail

     	      None of the options

4. Dynamic HTML effects are _______

     	      effects that are complex in nature

     	      effects that are added at the top of a webpage

     	--->> active elements you can add to your webpage

     	      effects that are added at the bottom of a webpage

5. In Microsoft FrontPage, a Thumbnail is _______

     	--->> a miniature version of an image
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     	      a set of software nails that secure a webpage

     	      the information at the foot of a website

     	      None of the options

6. The following are parts of a Outlook Express Main Window except _______

     	      Folder List pane

     	--->> Configuration pane

     	      Message pane

     	      Preview pane

7. To send an e-mail to someone without other recepients knowing, you use the 
_________

     	      To:

     	--->> Bcc:

     	      Cc:

     	      All of the options

8. In addition to their tabulation role, Tables are also useful in _______

     	--->> laying out images on a webpage

     	      listing items in tables

     	      configuring the list of items

     	      constructing hyperlinks

9. In FrontPage which of the following options is a method of previewing your webpage 
under development?

     	      Using the Preview tab

     	      Using Preview in browser

     	      Typing in your URL

     	--->> All of the options
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10. In Internet Explorer, if you assign a site to the Trusted sites zone, _______

     	      The site will perform  a combination of trusted and non-trusted operations

     	      The site will undergo more srutiny each time

     	--->> The site will be allowed to perform a wider range of operations

     	      The site can now operate on its own
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